SCHOOL LOCATIONS

NORTHWEST CAMPUS
- IPP NEXUS PRIMARY
- IPP NEXUS MIDDLE

IPP UNITY
- IPP ACADEMY WEST

IPP SHARP
- IPP SHEPPARD
- IPP SHARPSTOWN

WEST CAMPUS
- IPP CONNECT PRIMARY
- IPP CONNECT MIDDLE
- IPP CONNECT HIGH SCHOOL

SOUTHWEST CAMPUS
- IPP SHINE PREP
- IPP ACADEMY
- IPP HOUSTON HIGH SCHOOL

NORTH CAMPUS
- IPP JOURNEY PRIMARY
- IPP JOURNEY COLLEGIATE

SOUTHEAST
- IPP KIPP CLIMB ACADEMY
- IPP KIPP PRIME COLLEGE PREPARATORY

THIRD WARD
- IPP PEACE ELEMENTARY
- IPP LIBERATION COLLEGE PREPARATORY

SUNNYSIDE
- IPP ZENITH ACADEMY
- IPP SPIRIT COLLEGE PREP
- IPP SUNNYSIDE HIGH SCHOOL

EAST END
- IPP EXPLORE ACADEMY
- IPP INTREPID PREPARATORY
- IPP EAST END HIGH SCHOOL

NORTH CAMPUS
- IPP KIPP DREAM PREP
- IPP 3D ACADEMY
- IPP GENERATIONS COLLEGIATE

NORTHEAST CAMPUS
- IPP KIPP CLIMB ACADEMY
- IPP KIPP PRIME COLLEGE PREPARATORY

HOUSTON